PRESET PLUS® SMARTHUB
Innovative Solutions–Exceptional Performance

Industry Leadership and Expertise

ConMet is a leading global manufacturer for the commercial vehicle industry. Built upon a legacy of innovation, ConMet has supported industry partners for
more than 50 years by designing, engineering, and manufacturing revolutionary technologies for the heavy-duty market. ConMet remains committed to
creating products and services that are on the forefront of the trends shaping the industry and that align with critical customer needs. The development of
efficient products, processes, and technology that transform the way customers run and maintain their vehicles is central to ConMet’s vision.
Consistent with that vision, in late 2019 ConMet established a digital business unit with a mission to bring to market a portfolio of advanced digital products and
services, leveraging decades of wheel expertise to best inform fleets to take action to improve safety, drive down asset TCO, and improve overall fleet efficiency.

1ST Fit

ConMet hubs are
standard on most NA
tractor and trailer OEMs.

50+ Years

18M+

Length of time ConMet
has been a trusted supplier
of hubs to OEMs.

PreSet Plus SmartHub

Number of
PreSet®hubs
currently on the road.

Actionable Data to Maximize Uptime and Safety

The ConMet PreSet Plus SmartHub is the first connected health
monitoring system integrated into a hub assembly that generates
actionable intelligence on wheel end health.
` Hub health monitoring
` Tire health monitoring
` Brake health monitoring

Standard preventative maintenance schedules, daily visual inspections
and engaged drivers might not be enough to prevent costly wheel end
events from sidelining vehicles en route. Downtime due to unplanned
wheel end events can truly impact fleets’ TC0:
` Roadside repairs at approx. $1,150 per event.*
` Unplanned maintenance at approx. $3,750 per event and
up to 4 times the cost of planned maintenance.*
` Catastrophic thermal events at more than $400k per event.*
` Catastrophic wheel-offs at up to, or more than, $1.5M per event.*
By tapping into performance data, analyzing the information collected
using ConMet’s wheel end expertise, and sharing insightful information,
the SmartHub allows fleet managers to make more informed wheel
end maintenance decisions. Taking early action with SmartHub alerts
and health insights can improve the safety of vehicles on the road and
increase valuable fleet uptime.

A New Digital Platform

The SmartHub vehicle area network (VAN) will be a building block
for future digital products that will function on the same wireless
communications network and cloud-based back-end.

Seamless Integration with Existing Cloud Platforms

The SmartHub API suite allows easy integration with current telematics
dashboards to streamline consumption of SmartHub alerts and insights
for fleets.
* Averages based on fleet voice of the customer and industry data.
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1.5 Payback*
YR

Estimated payback period for a single HD tractor and trailer with threeyear data subscription. Contact a ConMet Sales Manager to customize the
business case for your fleet using the SmartHub ROI Calculator.

30+ Fleets
Number of industry-leading North American fleet partners that have
scheduled SmartHub installations since March 2020.
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